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Abstract. V. International Anatolian Conference in Economics (Econanadolu 2017) 
organized by the Department of Economics, Faculty of Economics and Administrative 
Sciences of Eskişehir Anadolu University between 11-13 May 2017. The main aim of this 
congress was bring to academicians from all over the world together to discuss new 
outcomes within theoretical and applied economics research, exchange ideas and create a 
research network for future joint collaborations. Econanadolu 2017 included many 
economic fields such as microeconomics, macroeconomics, international trade, health 
economics, political economy, industrialization, sustainable development. There were many 
national and international important academicians and researchers in the both scientific 
committee and the regulatory committee of the conference. This congress had been an 
important source of experience for young researchers and academicians. This congress had 
been a successful congress both scientific and cultural.  
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Conference Notes 
his study aims at evaluating the V. International Anatolian Conference in 
Economics (Econanadolu 2017) organized by the Department of Economics, 
Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences of Eskişehir Anadolu 
University between 11-13 May 2017. The main aim of this congress was bring to 
academicians from all over the world together to discuss new outcomes within 
theoretical and applied economics research, exchange ideas and create a research 
network for future joint collaborations.  
Econanadolu 2017 included many economic fields such as microeconomics, 
macroeconomics, international trade, health economics, political economy, 
industrialization, sustainable development. There were many national and 
international important academicians and researchers in the both scientific 
committee and the regulatory committee of the conference. This conference 
provided opportunity to work both in English and Turkish. At the same time, there 
was an opportunity to publish their work in a number of indexed journals. The 
Conference was supported by many respected institutions such as Anadolu 
University, Ministry of Tourism and Culture.  
This congress had been invited as a lecturer by many distinguished 
academicians and researchers such as Rodeje Zugic (Guvernor, the Central Bank of 
Montenegro), Yilmaz Akyuz (the South Center, Switzerland) and Ali T. Akarca 
(University of Illinois at Chiago, USA). Yılmaz Akyüz made a presentation on 
"The State of the World Economy: From Crisis to Crisis". Akyüz had presented 
about recent trends in the world economy and underlying factors. Another 
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important participant who invited Ali T. Akarca, made a presentation on "One-
Party Governments Generating Coups, Coalition-Generating Coups and Economic 
Effects". These presentations provided discussion about the economic, social and 
political situation of Turkey for all participants. After these presentations, Sessions 
were held such as Stock Market, Development, Environmental Economics, 
Education, Productivity and Efficiency, Selected Topics in Economics, Turkish 
Economy, Growth, R & D and Technology, Poverty and Human Development, 
Finance and Industrial Cluster, Labor Market during the congress. More than 200 
papers were presented during these sessions. 
 I made a presentation on the last day of the congress on May 13, 2017. In my 
session, R & D and Technology, 4 papers were presented. I secondly made a 
presentation on "The Importance of Technoparks in National Innovation Systems: 
A Case of Turkey". The main aim of this study was to examine whether they act in 
the direction of their organizational goals and investment, employment, intellectual 
property rights and sectoral relations of technoparks in the national innovation 
system in Turkey. It was important to emphasize the importance of technoparks in 
terms of the emergence, development and diffusion of technology and to put their 
economic effects in Turkey. My session ended the giving of the participation 
certificate. After the presentations had been completed, both audiences and the 
chairman had made very important assessments and feedbacks.  
As a result, this congress offered participants and researchers the opportunity to 
evaluation and discussion their own work. This congress had been an important 
source of experience for young researchers and academicians. At the same time, 
Eskişehir had also undertaken an important mission in introducing the historical 
and modern beauties it has. This congress had been a successful congress both 
scientific and cultural. 
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